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residents Message
s I write this message Mother’s Day is rapidly

pproaching. Recently I was reminded of an old
radition that was observed where I grew up in
ichmond Virginia. On Mother’s Day everyone
ore a flower in their lapel, if your Mother was still

live the flower was red and if she had passed away
t was white. I’m not sure this tradition is observed
n other areas and I know that this message will not
e read before Mother’s Day this year. To me it is a
ice remembrance of Mothers. No such tradition, as
ar as I know is associated with Father’s Day but it
ehooves us all to honor our parents through out the
ears. I would be interested in hearing from anyone
ho knows of any other customs associated with

hese or other holidays. We keep the past alive by
emembering the people and events from our lives.

ll of this has nothing to do with clock or watch
ollecting but I do have a story from my past. When
grew up in my grandparents home, my
randmother had a Westclox Big Ben legged alarm.
his time piece was used to wake many different
eople in our household; she always had boarders in
he house, and was a past of my past that came to
ind after I joined the NAWCC. On my first
hapter meeting there was one of these time pieces
n a Mart table. In my naiveté I decided that I
ould collect one of every model that Westclox had
ade. As you can imagine this dream was rapidly

roven to be impossible or at least impractical to
ccomplish. Anyway this is how I became a fan of
larm clocks, an affection that still persist today after
early 35 years later.

One more thing I want to mention before closing is
the National Convention in Pasadena, California this
June. If you possibly can attend please do so and
show up early on Saturday June 16th for the Chapter
178 meeting. I would love to meet you all in person.

Till next time
Bob Linkenhoker

Dr. Doug Stevenson Obituary

The NAWCC has lost a remarkable man when Dr.
Douglas K. Stevens, Fellow NAWCC, passed away
on April 29, 2012.

Doug was member of Chapter 178 contributing
articles to “Clocks” Magazine, our chapter
newsletter, and numerous articles published in the
NAWCC Bulletin. The most recent Bulletin dated
Mar/Apr 2012 featured Doug's article “Wakers”,
about turn of the century German alarm clocks and
the collection of fellow Chapter 178 member Dennis
Sagvold.

Doug was a valuable resource sharing his
encyclopedic knowledge of German clocks that he
gained during his 30 year career as a Linguistics
Professor in Germany.
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Visit the Howard Banta Alarm Clock Chapter
display in the Mart Room. Check out the

displays and say "Hi" to Vince and Phyllis

Angell if they aren't out shopping!
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Alarm Clock Peter's Corner

Below is a letter
that Alarm
Clock Peter sent
me in
preparation of a
fabulous display
he was going to
have in
Germany. Peter
is not only the
biggest collector
of German
alarm clocks in
Germany but
since I have
seen his
collection I can
assure you that
he is the biggest
collector of
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Germany, Switzerland, Austria, and the Netherlands.
It was a very nice evening as you can see by the
pictures. The collectors brought alarm clocks,
pictures from their collections, alarm clock parts, old
catalogs, etc. The event ran very long into the night
and was very interesting for alarm clock collectors in
attendance.

Next year, I am excited to announce that my alarm
clock collection will be on exhibition at the German
Clock Museum. With around 300 clocks in my
collection, the exhibition will run for 14 days (two
weeks) at the end of August 2009. The exhibition
will run around the same time as the antique clock
market. This will attract many clock collectors to
the Black Forest and to my exhibition. I will let you
know the exact date of my clock exhibit.

I plan on making 12 glass show cases to display my
300 alarm clocks in one room of the museum. One
show case will display clocks from the USA. I have
a few, very nice, old American alarm clocks. For
Alarm Clock Peter with an
2

German alarm
cks in the world.

llowing the letter I have included some pictures of
display that he had in the museum. Sorry to be so
with the information but it was just “lost” in my

ssive file for the Howard Banta Alarm Clock
apter.

edless to say he eventually purchased my Seth
omas “Echo” for the display and not only was I
py that he purchased it but also that many people

Germany had a chance to view it. -Vince Angell

GREETINGS FROM GERMANY
By

Alarm Clock Peter

as recently in the Black Forest in the town of
rtwangen. There where 24 antique clock markets
the watch and clock maker school near the
rman Clock Museum (Deutsches Uhrenmuseum).

ade the alarm clock collectors 2008 meeting
ere there were more than 20 collectors from

example, the Nutmeg by Seth Thomas, a little Bee
by Ansonia, and a very nice Seth Thomas animated
blacksmith that I recently purchased.

I need a model from “Echo” for the exhibition. I am
interested in buying one before the exhibit. If I can’t
find one, I will have to borrow one from a Swiss
collector. Please let me know if you have an “Echo”
for sale, know anyone who does, or see one on eBay.

Uwe H. Peter (a.k.a. Alarm Clock Peter)

Alarming Woman
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Photos from Alarm Clock Peter's
display in Germany

F.H. Straub Optometrist and Jeweler Fergus Falls,
Minn. Big Ben, mfg. 1926, courtesy of Dennis
Sagvold.

O. D. Leidal Jeweler and Optometrist, Fergus Falls,
Minn. Big Ben, mfg. 1918, courtesy Dennis
Sagvold.

Herman Idzal Equitable Bldg. Des Moines, Ia. Big
Ben, mfg 1914, courtesy of Dennis Sagvold
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Gilbert Magazine Advertisements courtesy of
Dennis Sagvold
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Gilbert alarm clock, similar to No. 1143, Graceful,
purchased in Bismarck, ND. From the collection of
Kevin Knauss

Mid-century modern Westclox Big Ben Repeater
made in Scotland. Purple dial and case on plastic
chrome pedestal. From the collection of Kevin
Knauss. I am always in the market for mid-century
modern mechanical clocks. If you have any for sale
contact: kevin@insuremekevin.com
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For Sale

New Haven
“Brownie”

Intermittent Alarm
2-1/4” dial

$50.00
Plus $10 Shipping

Contact
Vince Angell
916-952-4961

or

phylathome@hotmail.com

For Sale

Waterbury
“NOSLEEP”

Ca. 1920
$22.00

Plus $10 shipping

Contact
Vince Angell
916-952-4961

or

phylathome@hotmail.com
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I Love Those Boxes
By Vince Angell

I have collected clocks for over 30 years but my
passion has been alarm clocks. I have hundreds
of alarm clocks in the collection and now they are
becoming harder to find at a price that is not
within my means.

We all have watched the Antique Roadshow and
you always hear them say that sometimes the box
is more important than the actual item. This is
because the boxes were normally thrown away or
not cared for like what was in the box.

About 20 years ago I started collecting the
original boxes. Whether I had the alarm clock or
not I still bought them. I love the graphics and
even if I did not have the clock that would give
me more reason to look for the clock. I would
immediately buy the first clock I found but
eventually, as all collectors do, I continued to buy
the clocks in order to find the best one that I
could put in the box.

I will be at the National Convention in Pasadena
in June looking for the clocks and boxes that are
even harder to find to add to my over 100 original
boxes.

The following are 3 examples of alarm clocks
with original boxes.

The first is a wooden box from the late 1880’s for
the very popular Ansonia Bee Alarm. Love the
box and love the label.

The next is the original box and clock for “The
National Call” made for the Sears, Roebuck and
Company by the Ingraham Clock Co.

The last is a Gilbert Alarm Clock from the 1950’s
with its original tin can that to most of us is very
reminiscent of the 1 pound coffee can that we
know from that era.

If you are looking to enhance your collection it
might not be a bad idea to start collecting the
boxes or containers of the alarm clocks.

But remember, I will be looking too.


